Release the true value of your microbiota
therapies and microbiome-based products
A broad, versatile portfolio of functional solutions
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EUDRAGIT® portfolio of functional polymers
Targeted delivery. Reliable protection. Decades of safety.
Evonik is a global leader for functional excipients and drug
delivery technologies with decades of technical expertise
the development and cGMP manufacturing of complex
oral dosage forms.
Our market-leading EUDRAGIT® portfolio of functional
polymers can be applied across a broad range of
established encapsulation process technologies from
capsule filling to spray drying.
EUDRAGIT® polymers can deliver functional solutions
across various microbiota therapies and microbiomebased drug products to help you:
• Enhance survival with gastric resistance
• Better control transit and residence times
• Optimize targeted delivery to the colon or other

• Shorten processing times and improve
processability at ambient temperature ranges
• Increase storage stability

sites at the right concentration

Advanced formulation and cGMP services
Optimize performance. Accelerate speed-to-market.
performance. A range of pH, time and microbialdependent drug delivery systems for modified
release can help to precisely target the colon or other
microbiome sites.
A global network of labs, including some with BSL-2
capabilities, can also provide a range of services including
Leverage our strong technical expertise to help improve

preclinical feasibility studies and fast-track compatibility

the survival and stability of your microbial products, and

studies. Rapid cGMP manufacturing of clinical batches is

better control transit and residence times to optimize

also available.
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This information and all further technical advice are based on our present knowledge and
experience. However, it implies no liability or other legal responsibility on our part, including with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights.
In particular, no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in
the legal sense is intended or implied. We reserve the right to make any changes according to
technological progress or further developments. The customer is not released from the obligation to conduct careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product
described herein should be verified by testing, which should be carried out only by qualified
experts in the sole responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade names used by other companies is neither a recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products could not be used.

